Tweens are consumers who make their own choices about what to purchase or consume. Similarly, they are tourists who have their own opinion about where to spend their vacation and what activities to practice during their leisure time.
Introduction
Kids are growing from a stage to the other faster than ever due to the sophistication they face in every aspect of life; technology, media, products, marketing campaigns and advertisements all these ~ 22 ~ things are leading them to grow older and more mature than their actual age, subsequently, their needs, desires and expectations are arising to be more progressive and advanced. Kids are considered an essential market segment in many industries such as clothes, electronics, food and drink, music and games (Labrecque & In the tourism industry, families travelling with kids represent one of the largest markets. They usually seek vacations and tourist activities that provide them with opportunities to relax, bond and practice a variety of recreational activities that all the family members, especially the kids, would enjoy. Several tourism firms and suppliers target families with kids as their potential tourist segment. They focus on the kids in their market research as main consumers who have a great influence on the family's choice of vacation and tourist activities and a great impact on increasing the number of visitors and sales (Nickerson & The market research conducted by these tourism firms often involves the number of kids in the family and their ages. It greatly considers that children cannot be addressed as a single group as their needs and requirements can differ substantially according to their age. Thus, It may involve the needs, tastes, desires and characteristics of each kids' age group or age interval to be able to provide each of these groups with the tourism product and services that would satisfy its individuals and would consequently help switching the whole family from a potential customer to a current and even returning customer (Cullingford, 1995 Infants, toddlers, tweens and teens are increasingly becoming the main target for certain tourism suppliers such as theme parks, major hotels and resorts. Several resorts are making apparent efforts to meet each these age groups' needs and desires by offering them age appropriate kids' programs, services and amenities to satisfy them. Thus, 'kid-friendly' vacations, all inclusive 'family-friendly' resorts and 'kids-friendly' resorts have emerged. These types of vacations and resorts provide services, amenities and safety features that accommodate children as young as infants to teenagers. It ensures that children would have fun in a safe environment while other family members are enjoying their own activities and interests (Nickerson & Jurowski, 2001; Yeoman, 2010; Schlinger, 2013; Schänzel & Lynch, 2016; Schänzel & Yeoman, 2015; Rebmann, 2010) .
Family vacations with tweens and teens differ from those with fully dependent children as infants and toddlers. Tweens, specifically, are considered a tricky age group to satisfy as they are aspired by teenagers in their expectations while they can still lean towards toddlers in their needs. However, kids-friendly resorts claim that they can accommodate their needs and fulfill their desires (Blichfeldt et al., 2010; Plowright, 2016a; Garcia, 2012) .
Tourism research has revealed the active role that kids generally and tweens specifically play in vacation and leisure activities decision-making and destination choice (Thornton, . However, studies in the tourism field that dealt with kids and tweens specifically were concerned only about decision making whether the up-front vacation or the in-site decision making (Blichfeldt et al., 2010; 2011) . Thus, there is a lack of detailed research on the tweens' opinion about the services and amenities offered to them by family resorts and their preferences among those services and amenities; the difference between boys and girls in the same age group concerning these services and the difference between the preferences of the younger kids and the older kids within the same age interval.
On the other hand, research on family vacations usually employs the parents as the main respondents and not the kids even when the questions are directly related to the kids' needs and http://www.todayscience.org/jtr Journal of Tourism and Recreation Vol. 3, No. 1, 2017 ~ 23 ~ preferences. Blichfeldt et al. (2010) have suggested that tweens should be given voice in future research on tourism consumption to gain knowledge on families as consumers of tourism.
The current study adopts this suggestion by focusing on tweens as a tourist segment that has its own recreational needs and desires. It aims at exploring the tweens' opinion concerning the services and amenities offered to them by the kids' friendly resorts, specifically. First, it draws a general picture about tweens and highlights the services and amenities offered to them in the kids-friendly resorts. Then, the study gives the tweens the opportunity to express their own point of view through a survey designed and dedicated only to them. Furthermore, the study investigates the difference in needs and preferences among the tweens themselves as a result of the difference in gender and the difference in age.
The following section gives a brief description about tweens.
Tweens
The core aspect that most definitions rely on to describe tweens is age. Tweens are individuals between childhood and teenage years, in the range of 8 to 12 years old. Tweens endeavor to be more mature than their actual age adopting the habits and attitudes of teenagers at an earlier stage. While, they lean toward friends and peers for recognition they are still attached to their families. As a consumer, a tween always stresses on that what he purchase or consume is a part of his character and it reflects his personality (El-Bassiouny, Taher In recent years, several marketing researches generally have been focusing on tweens trying to explore and learn more about their taste, opinion and preferences, creating products and services that specifically target the tween consumer segment and conducting marketing strategies that align with their characteristics and desires (Yeoman, 2010) .
The following section emphasizes the services and amenities that kids-friendly resorts offer specifically to tweens to attract them and their families as a core tourist segment.
Services in Kids-Friendly Resorts for Tweens
Children traditionally would like to spend their vacation somewhere on the beach where they can play and swim. Tweens are still attracted to the beach and swimming experience, however, their expectations and motivations go beyond that. Thus, being on the beach or having a swimming pool is no longer enough to make a resort attractive to tweens (Blichfeldt et al., 2010; Long & Cicero, 2016) .
Several family resorts have realized that and acted by broadening the base of services and amenities they offer to the whole family in general and to children in particular in addition to categorizing the services they provide to kids according to the age interval, hence, services offered to infants differ from those offered to toddlers, other than those offered to tweens and finally teenagers (Mylittlenomads, 2016; Long & Cicero, 2016) .
The services and amenities offered to tweens by the family resorts that describe themselves by being 'kid-friendly' resorts involve:
Water Activities
An ordinary pool is not enough. Now resorts have to have more than one pool: heated family pool, indoor pool and outdoor pools. Water games also have to be available such as ring toss and underwater checkers. Waterpark zone with water splashes, artificial waves, slides, lazy river and hot ~ 24 ~ tub for tweens is one of the main amenities certain resorts rely on in attracting families with kids in general and tweens in particular (Schlinger, 2013; Mylittlenomads, 2016; Stockton, 2012; Garcia, 2012; Long & Cicero, 2016; Plowright, 2016b 
Outdoor Recreational Facilities
This involve basketball courts, batting cages, climbing walls, controlled race tracks, giant chessboards , swing sets, playgrounds and bikes. Some resorts have gone beyond that providing tweens with amusement parks amenities like roller coasters to satisfy their desire of experiencing thrill and adventure (Schlinger, 2013; Mylittlenomads, 2016; Long & Cicero, 2016; Garcia, 2012; Plowright, 2016b ).
Kids' Room
Some resorts have private rooms for kids connected to the family room. These rooms or even the family room may be designed with fun themes such as the Disney All-Star resort, All-Sport resort and the Nickelodeon Suites in Orlando and the Ramada resort in Phuket. The room may also be furnished with kid-size furniture, toys and DVD players (Perrin, 2015; Long & Cicero, 2016; Yeoman, 2010 ).
Beach Activities
This may involve family play ball contests, contests for sandcastle building and shell-collecting for tweens, beach picnics, fishing and paddle boats (Beaches, 2016; Mylittlenomads, 2016; Schlinger, 2013; Long & Cicero, 2016).
Sport Sessions and Learning Activities
Some resorts offer tweens sport and dance classes during their stay. This includes golf classes, tennis lessons, yoga classes, horse riding, volleyball and basketball. In addition, tweens enjoy making things by their own hands and learning new things with step by step instructions while having fun. Thus, some resorts provide them with art and craft stations, cooking and decorating classes, theater and dance classes, playing musical instruments, mini film production and editing or photography classes (Burnett, 2014; Vora, 2015; Stockton, 2012; Long & Cicero, 2016; Plowright, 2016b ).
Meal-Time
Resorts offer a variety of food service options for families with kids. There are the fast food service, open-buffet, culinary and fine dining restaurants. If the family chooses the fine dining restaurant, there would be a kids menu and an entertainment center for kids with arts and crafts stations, computers or a small movie theater to keep the tweens amused while the rest of the family finish their meal (Stockton, 2012; Long & Cicero, 2016; Plowright, 2016c; Garcia, 2012 
Kids' Club and Camps
Many resorts have realized that peer-to-peer communications is an essential tool for attracting tweens, thus, they have created what is known by 'kids club', a spot with one or two rooms specified for kids, especially in the tween range, to gather and mingle together with games, TV and snacks. It can also include a video game room equipped with high-tech games to satisfy the tweens' desire of using technology, having fun and sense adventure. Some resorts provide multiple kids clubs for different ages, for instance, a mini club for kids 4-7 years old and a junior club for those 8-12 years old. Other resorts offer kids' camps for tweens including group swimming and group games, craft-making, fishing and dress-up games (Perrin, 2015 
Excursions
This is a perfect time for family gathering. This involve trips to nearby locations and attractions or sightseeing such as farms where the tween would have a chance to learn how to shear sheep and make goat cheese; a boat ride to an island or a grilling party on a nearby beach; a picnic in the woods, a day out in a theme park or a visit to a cultural or famous site (Plowright, 2016b; Garcia, 2012 ; O'Shaughnessy, 2010).
Luxurious Kids' Amenities
Many resorts are starting to offer luxurious amenities for kids that would make them feel good and welcomed. This involves meeting famous cartoon characters or greeting upon arrival with a complimentary drink, snack or a welcome gift bag containing goodies and items to use during their stay. It also includes offering kids, tweens specifically, mini fitness center encompassing age appropriate equipment and mini salon and spa services with facials, footbath and foot massage, nail-painting and hair styling (Vora, 2015; Stockton, 2012; Perrin, 2015; Plowright, 2016b ).
Shops
Tweens enjoy shopping especially for gifts, food and accessories. Resorts have responded to that by providing gift and souvenir shops; snacks and candy shops; boutiques for clothes, swimwear, toys and accessories (Poremba, 2009; Perrin, 2015 ; O'Shaughnessy, 2010).
The following section emphasizes the research hypotheses, methodology, data analysis and results of the study.
Research Methodology
Several researches have involved tweens in their conducted studies to ensure accuracy in documenting their opinions and attitudes, hence, this technique is considered viable. Most of these researches depended on focus groups and interviews to be able to reach more descriptive thoughts from the participating tweens (McDonald & Murphy, 2008; Blichfeldt et al., 2010) . Other researches employed surveys with tweens for their study. These researches revealed the value and importance of involving children in general and tweens in particular in tourism research to gain more knowledge and reach accurate results concerning their opinion, attitudes and satisfaction towards tourist destination, tourism product and service, helping tourism firms and suppliers in establishing better market and marketing strategies (Cullingford, 1995; Thornton et al., 1997; Nickerson & Jurowski, 2001 ).
It was chosen to select the latter path for the current study by conducting a survey with tweens, age interval 8-12 years old, to investigate the alignment of their choices and preferences with the actual services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts.
Given that the hypotheses of the current study are:
H1:
There is no significant difference between the services and amenities offered to tweens by kids' friendly resorts and the tweens' needs and desires.
H2: There are differences among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in age.
H3: There are differences among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in gender.
Conducting a survey with tweens is convenient as they are cable of reading, writing and comprehending and consequently completing the survey without assistance.
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The survey instrument was a questionnaire that was simple enough and expressed in the tweens own terms. Prior to distribution, five tweens 8-9 years old and five tweens 11-12 years old were asked to evaluate the questionnaire from their own point of view concerning simplicity, used terms and degree of interest.
All the above tweens agreed on the questionnaire being simple, easy, comprehended and interesting, however, some adjustments in terms were made according to the tweens' feedback.
The first two questions in the survey inquired about age and gender to ensure that all the respondents are tweens generally and that they are either 8-9 years old or 11-12 years old, besides trying to get an equal number of boys versus girls in both age ranges.
The questionnaire included ten constructs representing the most popular services and amenities offered by the majority of the big or famous kids' friendly resorts to tweens.
These services and amenities were gathered from articles describing them as discussed previously in the literature review and from the websites of some of the well-known kids-friendly resorts.
The participant tweens were asked to rate each of these services and amenities according to their own opinion and preference on a 4-point Likert scale where (1) indicates that this service is "A must have" in the resort and (4) indicates that this service is "Not needed at all".
It was chosen to use a 4-point instead of a 5-point Likert scale to make differentiation and decision easier on the participating tweens when choosing the answer that would best describe their preference.
The first construct in the questionnaire involved the water activities with 7 options included: Water parks, indoor pools, outdoor pools, water games and toys, water splashes, water slides and hot tubs. The second construct was the outdoor recreational facilities with 7 items included: playground, wall climbing, bike riding, basketball or tennis court, soccer field, adventure rides and roller coasters and chess boards. The third construct involved the kids' room with 4 items encompassed: Having a private room to sleep, the room has a themed design, the room has toys and games and the room has movies to watch. The fourth construct inquired about the beach with 6 options included: The resort has a beach, beach games like volleyball, contests for building sandcastles and collecting shells, beach picnics, fishing and paddle boats. The fifth construct involved the sport sessions and learning activities comprising 7 services offered by resorts: cooking class, sport class, decoration class, art and crafts, acting and dancing, horse riding and mini film making class. The sixth construct was about meal-time options involving 4 items: fast food, kids' menu, open buffet and new dishes. The seventh construct was kids' club and camps including 4 items: Summer camp activities, club house, video game room and space for meeting new friends. The eighth construct was excursions with 2 options included: Short trips for farms or islands or short trips to museums or famous sites. The ninth construct was luxurious kids' amenities with 8 options involved: meet famous cartoon characters, age suitable fitness center, age suitable spa, age appropriate pedicure and facials, hair styling, age suitable foot bath and massage, free gifts and free candy and juice. Finally, the tenth construct was shops with 3 options included: Shopping for gifts and souvenirs, shopping for clothes and shopping for food and drinks.
The last question in the survey was open-ended inquiring about additional services and amenities, other than those listed in the questionnaire; the participant tween would like the kids-friendly resort to provide.
The Sample and Data Collection
To test the hypotheses of the study, especially the second and the third, it was chosen that the sample would consist of approximately the same number of younger tweens, 8-9 years old versus the older tweens 11-12 years old and approximately the same number of boys versus girls.
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The perfect spot to meet these criteria is school. Schools were contacted in Greater Cleveland, Ohio. Schools in the Avon and Westlake school districts responded and they were extremely helpful. It was chosen to distribute the questionnaire on students in the 3 rd grade to meet the age range 8-9 years old and students in the 6 th grade to meet the age range 11-12 years old to be able to compare between the preferences of tweens who are still leaning towards the toddlers' side and tweens who are closer to the teenagers' side. The question related to the age in the survey confirmed that all respondents belonged to the required age ranges; hence the first required criterion was met.
In addition, schools in those districts focus on having approximately the same number of boys and girls in each classroom. The question related to the gender in the survey confirmed that the second required criterion has been also met.
Teachers' permission in the 3 rd and 6 th grades was taken to conduct the survey in their classrooms. They were very cooperative and helped in distributing, explaining and collecting the questionnaires back from students.
Data collection took three months from January 2016 to March 2016.
A total of 450 questionnaires were distributed and 410 were returned, after invalid questionnaires were excluded such as those with a high percent of incomplete answers.
405 questionnaires were used for analysis, resulting in a valid response rate of 90%.
Based on the screening questions concerning the age and gender, the respondents consists of the following: 100 girls in 3 rd grade, 100 boys in 3 rd grade, 100 girls in 6 th grade and 105 boys in 6 th grade.
Data Analysis
The data analysis consists of five stages. The first stage involved exploring whether there are differences between the services and amenities offered by the kids' friendly resorts to tweens and the actual preferences and desires of the tweens themselves. The one sample t-test was utilized to address that and to test the first hypothesis in the current study.
The second stage investigated which services and amenities offered by the kids' friendly resorts are preferred among tweens the most and which are preferred the least using percentage (%), standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV).
The third stage examined whether there are differences among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in age. Independent samples t-test was applied to investigate that and to test the second hypothesis in the study.
The fourth stage examined whether there are differences among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in gender. Again independent samples t-test was applied to investigate that and to test the third hypothesis in the study.
Finally, the fifth stage was applied to confirm the results of the third and the fourth stage to explore whether there is any difference among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in age or gender. The ANOVA test was applied in this stage to confirm the results and to approve the acceptance or rejection of the second and third hypotheses of the study.
Results
One sample t-test was used to address the first hypothesis in the study. Results indicated that the Pvalue was 1.0000 in all the attributes at the level of confidence: 95%, thus, the difference between the services and amenities offered to tweens by kids' friendly resorts and the tweens' needs and desires is considered to be not statistically significant in all the attributes which confirms the first hypothesis in the study. In order to know which services and amenities the tweens prefer more in the kids-friendly resorts, percentage (%), standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) were applied as shown in table 1.
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The percentage of (1) and (2) in the Likert scale, 'the resort must have and it is good to have', was calculated versus the percentage of (3) and (4), 'it does not matter and not needed at all', to figure out which attributes are preferred the most on behalf of the tweens in the kids' friendly resorts and which attributes are preferred the least. To confirm these results, the standard deviation and coefficient of variation were applied to measure the level of variation for each attribute, whether it is considered high or low as demonstrated in table 1.
Results revealed that most services related to water activities are highly preferred among tweens, especially, water parks with (99.26%) of preference and a very wide range of SD (177.87) and a high variation CV (1.7567) as a result of the tweens' tendency to lean towards choosing this attribute as their most favorite tourism product among all attributes in general and among the water activities in particular. Followed by the outdoor pool with (93.83%), SD (117.78) and a high variation of CV (1.163) and water slides with (93.09%), SD (143.71) and CV (1.4194), then, the indoor pool with (91.85%), SD (108.08) and CV (1.0674) and finally, the hot tub with (86.17%), SD (115.98) and a relatively high CV (1.145).
Regarding the outdoor recreational facilities and activities, the tweens prefer the adventure rides and roller coasters the most with (91.85%), SD (150.54) and a high variation of CV (1.4868). The second attribute in the outdoor activities that tweens prefer is related to sports which is having a basketball or tennis court, with (86.91%), SD (96.99) and not a very high CV (0.9579) while the least preferred attribute in the outdoor activities, specifically and in all the attributes, generally is the chess boards with only (39.51%) of preference.
Concerning the room, tweens choose 'the room has movies to watch' to be their favorite service or amenity related to this attribute with (91.60%) of preference, SD (129.46) and CV (1.2786). They also prefer having a private room and not staying with the family in the same room with (87.65%), SD (127.24) and CV (1.2567).
The beach is still one of the essential attributes that tweens prefer to have in their vacation, with (93.58%) preferring the kids' friendly resort to be on the beach, with SD (133.96) and a high CV (1.3231), in addition to having beach picnics with (80.49%) of preference.
Concerning the sport sessions and learning activities, sport is the most preferred with (83.46%) of preference, SD (98.97) and not a very high CV (0.9775) while the least preferred learning classes are the decoration class with (47.16%) and the cooking class with (50.12%) of preference.
Regarding meal-time, the open buffet is the most preferred meal option for tweens with (96.54%) of preference, SD (151.28) and a high CV (1.4941). They also like trying new dishes as (91.60%) of them prefer that with SD (128.02) and CV (1.2644).
Concerning clubs and camps, having a video game room in the kids' friendly resort is the most preferable service for the tweens in this category with (85.43%), SD (122.85) and CV (1.2133).
Tweens prefer to go on excursions organized by the kids' friendly resort during their stay as (81.98%) of the respondents prefer going on short trips for nearby farms, islands, museums or famous sites.
Regarding the luxurious kids' amenities, the most preferred services in this attribute are the free gifts and the free candy and juice, with both having the same percentage of preference (97.28%), wide ranges of SD (181.34), (167.48) and very high CV (1.7910), (1.6541) due to the tweens' tendency of choosing them as essential luxurious services that they prefer to have in the kids' friendly resorts. Secondly ranked is the age suitable fitness center with (85.93%) of ~ 30 ~ preference. The least preferred luxurious amenities on behalf of the tweens are age appropriate pedicure and facials with (42.96%), a narrow SD (44.69) and a low CV (0.4414), then comes hair styling with (52.84%) of preference, a narrow SD (48.36) and a low CV (0.4776).
Finally, comes the shops attribute; tweens prefer the kids' friendly resort to include shops for gifts and souvenirs with (96.79%) of preference, wide range SD (145.81) and high CV (1.4401). Second, they like shopping for food and drinks with (95.06%) of preference, SD (147.03) and CV (1.4521).
Other services that tweens mentioned as preferred to have in kids-friendly resorts in the open-ended question are demonstrated in table 2. What is interesting in this is their choice for free Wi-Fi to be ranked the first among these services. This indicates how technology affects everybody even tweens as they see surfing the net and going on their tablets and smart phones even in their vacation is essential. This aligns as well with their high preference to having a video game room in the resort. Family resorts already have free Wi-Fi; however, it is not intended to be a service offered to tweens specifically, it is addressed mainly to adults instead.
The tweens' choice to having a library in the kids' friendly resort is interesting and it worth looking into it deeply by these resorts to start to offer it as one of its services to tweens.
The dirt bike coarse is considered a sport class, however, mentioning it specifically reflects the tweens' tendency to follow the latest trends to be recognized among their peers and affirms the idea mentioned in the literature review that they try to show that what they practice, purchase or consume is a part of their character and reflects their personalities in addition to their love for adventure. To address the second hypothesis in the current study, independent samples t-test was employed to explore if there are differences among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in age.
Results revealed, as demonstrated in table 3, that there is no significant difference between the younger tweens (age 8/9) and the older tweens (age 11/12) concerning their preferences among the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts in all the given attributes. Hence, the second hypothesis in this study is rejected. 4 shows that there is a difference between the younger tweens and the older tweens concerning the other services that they would like to have more in the kids' friendly resort. For instance, the older tweens are the ones who want more free Wi-Fi, library and dirt bike coarse while the younger tweens are the ones who want more candy, ice cream and toys shops.
This aligns with the idea that the older tweens lean more towards the teenagers in their desires while the younger tweens still lean towards the toddlers in some of their needs and tastes. To test the third hypothesis in the current study, again the independent samples t-test was used to explore if there are differences among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in gender.
Again results proved, as demonstrated in table 5, that there is no significant difference between tween boys and tween girls concerning their preferences among the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts in all the given attributes. Hence, the third hypothesis in this study is also rejected.
However, table 6 shows that there is a difference between the tween boys and the tween girls concerning the other services that they would like to have more in the kids' friendly resort. For instance, the boys are the ones who want more free Wi-Fi while the girls are the ones who want more library, candy, ice cream and toys shops. In order to explore if there are differences among the four tween groups: younger boys, younger girls, older boys, older girls; the ANOVA test was applied. Results confirmed, as demonstrated in table 7, that there is no significant difference between any of the four tween groups concerning their preferences among the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts in all the given attributes. This confirms that the second and the third hypotheses in this study should be rejected. Table 8 shows in details that the older boys are the most who want free Wi-Fi in the kids' friendly resorts and that the younger girls prefer having it more than the younger boys which is logic as girls lean toward practicing more mature behavior before boys. Library is preferred by older girls the most, then older boys, then younger girls while younger boys did not think of it, again brain maturity plays a part in this choice. Toys stores, ice cream and candy shops are preferred most by younger girls and finally, the dirt bike course is preferred first by older boys then older girls.
Discussion and Implications
The current study reveals the compatibility between the services and amenities offered by kids' friendly resorts and the preferences and desires of tweens.
It shows that tweens prefer the most in kids' friendly resorts water activities and water parks, specifically. It also shows that adventure rides and roller coasters are the most preferred outdoor recreational activities for tweens while chess boards are their least preferred amenity.
The tweens' choice of water parks and adventure rides to be their most favorite tourism product aligns with their characteristics and love for adventure, risk and excitement.
The beach proved to be one of the most important attributes that tweens prefer to have in their vacation where beach picnics is the favorite activity to have there. Sport and fitness are essential for tweens during their vacation as they prefer sport sessions over any other learning classes and sport in the outdoor facilities then, they choose the existence of an age appropriate fitness center in the resort on other luxurious services and amenities. They even named the dirt bike course as a separate ~ 36 ~ sport service that they would like to have in the kids' friendly resorts to practice during their vacation.
It can be noticed that tweens like variety even in food that is why the open buffet is the most preferred meal option for them. It is also observed that they like trying new things as a part of their love to adventure and exciting experiences even in food for most of them want to try new dishes. Their tendency to see new things, love for adventure and exciting experiences is also revealed in their readiness to go on excursions organized by the resort to nearby farms, islands, museums or famous sites. Visiting museums and famous sites and their desire to have a library in the resort gives the indication of their love for knowledge, intellectuality and exploration.
Aligning with their characteristic of adopting more mature attitudes, most tweens prefer having a private room with movies to watch in the kids' friendly resort.
How technology affects everybody's life even tweens is obvious in their choice of video game rooms and free Wi-Fi as essential services in the kids' friendly resorts.
Everybody feels special when receiving a free gift or treat as a compliment from the resort and so do tweens as the majority of them indicated that in their responses. They also indicated the importance of having souvenir and gift shops and shops for food and drinks especially what they stated separately concerning candy, ice cream and toys.
All what is mentioned above can help in market research related to kids' friendly resorts.
First it shows the resorts that provide tweens with similar variety of services and amenities that they are on the right track and it gives the family resorts that want to be recognized as kids' friendly an idea about what kids, generally and tweens, specifically, expect from them.
Second, it presents a good portrait for what services and amenities that kids' friendly resorts should focus on more such as water parks, adventure rides and technological facilities and Hi -Tec games and which services and amenities needed to be eliminated or improved such as the decorating and cooking classes; age appropriate pedicure and facials; and the chess boards.
Third, It gives the kids' friendly resort an idea about other services that they might add to attract tweens more such as having a library in the resort, besides, the importance of being up-to -date with the latest trends that tweens would love and doing efforts to provide it with the extensive promotion that the resort offer it. For example, the current trend among older tweens is dirt bike course, hence, they want to practice it in the kids' friendly resorts while the current trend among younger tweens especially girls is collecting 'Shopkins' thus, they stated in their responses to the open-ended question that they need the toys shop to be selling Shopkins specifically. With no doubt these trends are changeable with time and generations, therefore, kids' friendly resorts should be aware of these trends and their changes to be able to cope with the kids' desires generally and tweens specifically. Furthermore, the current study reveals that there are no significant differences among the tweens' preferences regarding the services and amenities offered to them by kids' friendly resorts due to the difference in age or gender. Thus, kids' friendly resorts can still address tweens as one age group without the need for segmentation with regard to market research, product design and marketing campaigns, however, they should still take into consideration the provision of a wide variety of services and amenities that would suit the different age and gender within the tween interval.
Finally, it has to be mentioned that the teachers who helped in distributing and collecting the surveys for this study indicated that all the respondents, boys and girls; younger and older tweens, found the questionnaire interesting. They were all very excited about answering it. They were pleased to be asked about their own opinion in a topic that they find interesting and important to them. This confirms the importance of involving kids in studies that are directly related to them ~ 37 ~ giving them the chance to express their own opinion through their own voice in researches dealing with topics that concern them.
Conclusion
Tweens have a great influence on family vacation purchases and tourist activity choices and hence, they have to be considered as an important consumer segment in family resorts' market research, product and service design and marketing campaigns.
Understanding the tweens' opinion about the services and amenities offered to them by kidsfriendly resorts help these resorts in improving and better maintaining their development and marketing strategies (Nickerson & Jurowski, 2001; Blichfeldt et al., 2010) .
The study proved the compatibility between the services and amenities in kids-friendly resorts and the tweens' preferences. It also affirmed that tweens can be addressed as one age group without the need for segmentation on behalf of the resorts' market research departments as there are no significant differences among the tweens' preferences due to difference in age or gender.
Limitations and Future Studies
The current study has some limitations as it is considered culture based focusing on tweens in the USA, hence, results cannot be generalized regarding tweens' preferences, needs and opinions in other regions or countries. Despite the accuracy of the results, the employment of a bigger sample for the study is recommended.
Future studies may involve exploring the opinion of other age groups like toddlers and teenagers regarding the service and amenities offered to them in kids-friendly resorts; conducting a comparative study revealing the various preferences of all the kids' different age groups and finally, involving kids in tourism research can expand to comprise other travel and tourism areas including other vacation providers and tourism types and activities.
